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Overview 

• Context
• Modelling socio-economic drivers of TB
• Modelling socio-economic consequences of TB
• Where next



Source: Janssens and Rieder, 2008 

Key issues in TB control
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Policy context

PILLAR 2: BOLD POLICIES AND SUPPORTIVE SYSTEMS
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SDGs and TB
#1: Poverty/UHC

#2: Nutrition

#3: Health

#4: Education 
(Health behavior)

#5: Gender (male) 

#7: Energy (wood 
burning stoves)

#8: Economic 
growth

#10: Inequality

#11: Urbanisation



Review of TB modelling of SE determinants
• Little work done – though papers hard to find 

• 8 papers found, 6 transmission models, 2 analytical models
• Oxlade 2011 Med Dec Making, perhaps erroneously omitted



Drivers of TB
Statistical and Mechanistic modelling



Nutrition+diabetes (SDG-2), Gender (SDG-5)

Source: Odone et al 2014 Lancet Diab Endo
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Poverty (SDG-1)

Source: Carter et al 2018 Lancet GH



SDG-11: Urbanisation

Figures courtesy of Daniel Carter – work in progress
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Mechanistic Modelling – the challenge
• What is exact mechanism of socio-economic determinants?
• Change in progression from infection to disease?
• Change in mixing/Effective Contact Rate
• Change in relapse after treatment and/or self-cure?
• Change in case detection, treatment success

Dowdy et al, 2013 IJTLD



Mechanistic modelling of SE determinants
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• Full dynamic model
• Mixing, Progression
• Care pathway
• Risk behavior (smoking)



Consequences of TB
Statistical and Mechanistic modelling



Modelling consequences of TB

• Biomedical: Death, Recurrence, lung damage (‘sequalae’)

No TB-affected household facing 
catastrophic costs in 2020

TB

Poverty

Well-covered in *many* TB models

Seldom/never covered in TB models



Catastrophic costs
• Definition of total catastrophic costs due to TB
• WHO-GTB: sum of direct medical costs, direct 
non-medical costs and indirect costs to the patient exceeding 20% 
of total annual household income 

• Data from survey(s):
• Range: 35% to 83%
• Usually higher in MDR patients  
• No detected difference in TB outcomes

Source: WHO/Global TB Programme: Status of surveys as of June 2018
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Modelling catastrophic costs
• Include Catastrophic costs as outcome in 

models

• Can be little doubt of impact of catastrophic 
costs on individuals and household

• Challenge --> relate/value catastrophic costs 
averted against death or case averted
• Different interventions, different distribution of 

impact. 

Source: Verguet et al. Lancet GH 2017



Long-term consequences

• Not clear if/how TB exacerbates 
poverty cycle

• Seems intuitive that it does

• Draw on life-course epidemiology 
methods?

TB

Poverty

?



Conclusions/messages
• Limited modelling work done.

• Diverse and complex field, not easy to collate data.

• Important to understand pathways before mechanistic modelling.

• Socio-economic determinants matter for prevention, on population 
and individual level. 

• Opportunities to emphasize the need for intersectorial action.

• Interesting and necessary 



How should models consider the role of social determinants, 
comorbidities, nutrition, and the environment in prevention of 

TB?
• Progressively and urgently

• Strengthen data

• Consider catastrophic costs as a valid outcome of 
‘prevention’? 
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